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By Hollie Dutcher and Francis E. Putz

Cypress trees can live longer than half a millennium
and grow larger than 17 feet thick and 125 feet tall.
Selective harvesting of these giants has been underway
for more than a century, but the current practice of
clearcutting stands of smaller trees causes far more
ecological damage and is not sustainable.
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1. Aftermath of bottom logging, Alachua County. Photo by Amy Washuta.
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Cypress trees and the swamps they dominate figure prominently among the iconic images of the South. Among their many
environmental virtues, those lovely swamps are important for
surface water storage, groundwater filtration and aquifer recharge,
storm surge protection of coastal areas, and as habitat for a
variety of organisms including endangered species such as
Kirkland’s warblers, Florida panthers, and wood storks.
Cypress has been around for a long time; trees very much
like ours evolved back in the Mesozoic, when they shared the
planet with dinosaurs. Modern cypress trees can live longer than
half a millennium and grow to more than 17 feet thick and 125
feet tall. Selectively harvesting these giants has been underway
for more than a century but the current practice is to clearcut
stands of smaller trees, which causes far more ecological damage and is in no way sustainable. This article’s message is that
in the absence of a law against cutting cypress trees before their

prime to grind them up to make horticultural mulch, concerned
citizens need to act – and we suggest one particular action that
might help save cypress.
Even if cypress trees have graced our planet for more than
one hundred million years, their fates are now in jeopardy
while the species retains many mysteries. For example, why do
cypress trees lose their leaves, or rather, leaf-bearing branches,
even where winters are mild? And is the secret to cypress tree
longevity and swamp dominance the fact that the fierce winds
that topple other tree species pass through the sparse crowns of
cypress trees without doing damage? But how do trees with so
little foliage sustain such rapid growth rates? Cypress is unique
in a number of other ways, most prominently in its production
of knees, those upward protuberances from surface roots that
can grow to more than six feet tall. Knee heights indicate average
flood depths, which suggests that they play a role in oxygen
Continued on page 14
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2. Protected cypress trees in the Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary. 3. Cypress swamps create refuges for birds like this great blue heron (Lake Hancock, Lakeland). 4. Cypress swamps
function as habitat for turtles, alligators and other reptiles (Circle B Bar Reserve, Lakeland). 5. Old growth cypress with knees (Lake Hancock, Lakeland). Photos by Hollie Dutcher.
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6
6. Ecosystem conversion from cypress swamp to water lilies and shrubs along
a logging mat swath. Photo by Amy Washuta.

supply to the roots, a presumed function captured in the technical
name for knees, pneumatophores. Surprisingly, the only
research of which we are aware on cypress knee gas exchange
was inconclusive, so the jury is still out about their function.
That the knees are a retained trait that once served to protect
cypress trees from herbivory by giant web-footed dinosaurs is
an intriguing but not yet testable hypothesis.
Cypress wood is famously resistant to decay, which made
it a valuable source of lumber for fences, shingles, shakes, and
various other products. Unfortunately, it can also be ground
into mulch, but that product is no better than the alternatives
produced from pine bark or masticated melaleuca, an exotic
invasive species with which Floridians need to grapple.
Before settlers swarmed into our region barely a cypress
tree generation ago, old-growth cypress swamps covered more
than 27 million acres in Florida alone. As railroads and roads
penetrated, the demand for cypress lumber caused the largest
and best trees to be harvested, but some cypress trees were
always left standing. That selective depletion changed toward
the end of the 20th Century when the market for cypress
mulch increased and the demand could no longer be supplied
by sawmill offcuts.
		In response to market demand for cypress mulch and in
the absence of regulatory constraints, loggers in the 1970s
started to enter cypress swamps with heavy equipment to
clearcut mulch logs. Driving heavy machinery through swamps
flattens the ground, which virtually precludes cypress seedling
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establishment. To concentrate the surface damage, “mat logging” was introduced in 1990. Mat loggers use small logs to
construct corduroy roads over which heavy machines with
long grapple arms traverse swamps. A recent University of
Florida (UF) masters theses by Amy Washuta reported that
mat logging, like the “bottom logging” technique it replaced,
still levels microtopography except where it greatly deepens
water levels in the mat lines. It remains unclear whether mat
logging is more environmentally benign than bottom logging,
but other recent research suggests that it is not. In her 2010
UF masters thesis, Nicole Ricci reported that only 10-41%
of cut stumps resprout, which is insufficient to maintain cypress
dominance. Cypress clearcutters therefore leave behind
transformed ecosystems vulnerable to invasion by species
other than cypress and by growth forms other than trees.
For example, in the deep water of former mat logging swaths,
water lilies flourish where trees used to grow. In other words,
clearcuts cause ecosystem conversion, from cypress swamp
forests to shrub and herb-dominated marshes. This conversion
is obviously bad for all cypress-dependent species, and swamp
recovery is unlikely in our lifetimes. We note with chagrin that
this destruction is legal and in accordance with the State of
Florida’s Silvicultural Best Management Practices (BMPs).
Over the past few decades, many attempts have been made
to stop cypress clearcutting for landscape mulch. Chapters of
the Florida Native Plant Society and many other environmental
groups (e.g., the Save Our
Cypress Campaign, the
Sierra Club, Waterkeeper
Alliance, and the Gulf
Restoration Network) have
all tried. Despite numerous
demonstrations, dozens of
newspaper articles, hundreds of phone calls to the
major “big box” stores (i.e.,
Lowe’s, Home Depot, and
Walmart), and petitions
7
signed by thousands of
7. Logo from a successful campaign by the
concerned citizens, cypress
Healthy Gulf organization in Louisiana.
mulch sales and unsustainable clearcuts continue. Reportedly, in response to pressure
from environmentally concerned consumers, Walmart stores in
Louisiana stopped selling locally sourced cypress mulch but
others continue to do so. Clearly, to save cypress, consumers
need to stop buying its mulched trunks and merchants need
to respect the sustainability pledges that they signed.
While lobbying efforts, phone calls, petitions, and consumer
education about this issue remain important, perhaps it is
time for a new tactic that hits the merchants that sell cypress
mulch where it hurts, right in their profit margins. Imagine if
shoppers each filled a cart with several bags of cypress mulch,
pushed that cart to the far end of the store, and abandoned it?
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exotics, things like Spathoglottis plicata (which has naturalized in
Cuba and is beginning to naturalize in Florida because of its use
in landscape plantings) and Arundina graminifolia (the tall bamboo
orchid, which has naturalized in Hawaii and may be doing so
in Cuba). There were also vandaceous orchids such as Acampe
longifolia, a Renanthera species, Vanda intergeneric hybrids, the
terete-leaved hybrid Papilionanthe (formerly Vanda) Miss Joaquim,
and Phalaenopsis hybrids.
Early in our tour, in Cienfuegos province when we stopped
to look at the rare Copernicia brittonorum palms, we saw flowering plants of a vining subshrub that has a small association
with a few of Cuba’s orchids. This was a member of the genus
Stigmaphyllon with bright yellow flowers. The plant is in the
family Malpighiaceae, many members of which are pollinated
by oil-collecting bees. A few miniature orchids of the Antilles in
the genus Tolumnia (formerly called the “equitant oncidiums”)
produce flowers that mimic Stigmaphyllon flowers to lure pollinators to visit in the hope of gathering the needed oils. But
the orchid offers no reward. Instead, if it’s lucky, the orchid
gets pollinated in the process. One such yellow-flowered
Tolumnia in Cuba is T. guibertiana of central and western Cuba.
The somewhat similar yellow-flowered T. lemoniana also is found
throughout the country. Florida also has a native Tolumnia, the
highly endangered T. bahamensis, but it has white flowers.
Cuba is not immune to the problem of invasive exotics that
also plagues Florida. Of course, there are the usual suspects:
Melaleuca quinquefolia, Australian pines (Casuarina species) and
Brazilian pepper (Schinus terebinthefolius). But one of the biggest
culprits is an Acacia relative named Dichrostachys cinerea and locally
known as Marabu. It fills acres and acres of disturbed land such as
pastures and fallow farm fields. Raul says it is very difficult – and
very expensive – to bring under control. We should hope that
this species does not become established in Florida, although it’s
already been vouchered for Polk and Lake counties in Central
Florida and in South Florida in Palm Beach and Miami-Dade
counties as well as the Florida Keys, according to the University
of South Florida’s online Atlas of Florida Vascular Plants.
Cuba also has some surprising invasive exotics, among them
African tulip tree (Spathodea campanulata) and purple allamanda/
Madagascar rubbervine (Cryptostegia madagascariensis).
Oddly, Cuba’s national flower is also an exotic. Hedychium
coronarium of the ginger family is native to tropical Asia. Cubans
call it Mariposa, which means “butterfly,” because the fragrant
flowers resemble pure white butterflies. Florida has the same
situation – our state flower, the orange blossom, is also non-native.
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Those who feel confrontational might
push that cart to a
checkout counter,
ask an employee
for a guarantee
of sustainability,
apologize when
such a guarantee
is not forthcoming,
and then abandon
the cart. Either
way, an employee
would then have to
restock the items,
which takes time
and provides more
chances for the
8
bags to be rendered
8. Abandoned shopping cart full of cypress mulch.
unmarketable. Big
Photograph by Hollie Dutcher.
box stores monitor
worker productivity to the minute and profit margins to the
penny. Now assume that sale of a $2.00 bag of cypress mulch
yields a profit of $0.20. A worker earning $20.00/hour (salary
plus benefits) would have to restock each bag in less than
36 seconds for the store to financially break even on a product that should not be sold in the first place. Perhaps after
a few hundred episodes of shelf restocking coupled with a
coordinated flurry of explanatory e-mails and letters, collective
action will grab manager attention. In response to lost profits,
big box stores will stop selling cypress mulch, for which they
might receive some good press.
Even if you do not choose to participate in an activist
approach to saving cypress, in the face of substantial and
incontrovertible evidence of the unsustainability of cypress
swamp clearcutting for landscape mulch, please do something
to save these iconic ecosystems.
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